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About This Game

Escape Machines is an addictive Science Fiction single/multi-player/co-op adventure shooter in the near future!
Artificial intellect and robots fight against their creators. You must take control of the robots and save people.

The game is currently in early beta, some features may be unfinished.

Features:

Play with friends in co-op and VS multi-player.*Currently unavailable*

Build robots and command them to win in battle.

Upgrade your weapons and armour.

Battle huge robot bosses.

Use vehicles to travel, add turrets to your vehicles.

Customize your armour, weapons and stats. Buy/upgrade equipment in the 'Armourer shop'

Level editor - create levels, share and play them with friends.
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Original soundtrack/SFX ~ bit-music mixed with progressive trance and electro-funk.
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Title: Escape Machines
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Mint Age Studios
Publisher:
Back To Basics Gaming
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2015
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English,German,Portuguese,Russian
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This game has a long way to go BUT it is not bad in its current form. Little things like the picking up mechanic are wonky as
well as some others. Somethings I found great about the game are . . .
- Movement as decent. Did not feel clunky
- Scenery in game is beautiful
- Combat isnt horrible

Now for the things I found bad\/annoying
- Picking up feature isnt great. Takes a few taps to get things to pick up
- When changing key bindings, my game stopped working and I could not start a game. Had to quit out and restart.
- When the character is tired (which is always) he breathes heavy which is annoying. All you can hear is him breathing.
- Picking up things while things are equipped is awful. You cant really switch things out
- Couldn't figure out how to unequip my gun.

Just little things like that are annoying but can easily be worked out. Again, I only played for about 30 minutes so I could just of
not spent enough time with the controls.

If you're interested in seeing the first half hour of the game here is some gameplay.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GuPPxd04SVM. I'm new to witch's house, purchased this right after watching the trailer
and turned out really good. Enjoy the game so far, it kinda remind me of the classic 2D rpg which I played a lot on old console.
what a memory. Art and story do not live up to the original. Probably worth playing if you have run out of other VNs. At Least
it's free.
Translation leaves a lot to be desired as others have said. Don't play right after watching Deadpool, or everyone in the game with
talk like Colossus in your head.. Everybody that reviews this game ironically needs to get their ♥♥♥♥ing head checked. I
initially had issue's with the purchase not granting items but they have been resolved. Thanks Klei for resolving the issue
quickly!. WAIT I BOUGHT It and where do i get my redeem code to get the thing????? IDONT HAVE IT!. Very, very bad
indeed. I can't even recommend it if you see it going cheap, because it will still cost you time. It is poorly conceived and
shabbily constructed. I should not have backed this.

The gameplay is extremely simple and unrewarding - you just click items to briefly "haunt" them, and some items can be turned
between two angles to reflect projectiles while some can be slid across the floor in response to gusts of air. I'm making that
sound better than it is. It's extremely dreary, and there are much better games to be had for free on flash sites. You will not have
any kind of fun or excitement here.

On the technical side, there is only one graphical option, and that's your screen resolution. There is no controller support, no
language option. The graphics are astonishingly badly modelled, animated and textured, although you only see the models up
close in the cut scenes. The music's quite charming the first time you hear it, but you're going to hear the same music and
flourishes in the same order over and over again, and it won't seem very appealing then.. This chapter is the best so far of
Episode Two. It does a great job of bridging the gap between the first several episodes, and the subsequent second half. The
setup is wonderful.. Absolutely great. I have a GTX 980 and using NVIDIA NVENC decreases the rendering times quite a bit.
Loving the dark colours on the UI as it's easier on the eyes and everything is suitable for me to make internet/YouTube/Twitter
videos to entertain my friends.

When it's on sale for £31, it's such a good deal. Normal price is quite good too, especially in comparison to VEGAS PRO copies
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for £229 and up.. Theres alot of bugs with this but then again it is still early access. pretty good they just need to have better
comunication with there comunity.

EDIT 10-JUN-18:
Developer has had no communication since 2017 when they said it was "alive". no updates have been published since 2016.
Think they just took the money and ran.
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Clans Review - Raymond KT

Clans is a Diablo style dungeon crawling hack and slash game. The game was originally released in 1999 and it has actually
gotten worse since then. The game starts with an error message about needing to insert an imaginary game CD and if you don't
put a music CD in, the game will have no background music of any kind. Based on what I've played so far, I can honestly say
that this game is NOTHING like Diablo. It IS a clunky old hack and slash with a VERY HEAVY dose of "logic" puzzles. Diablo
was neither clunky nor Old (for its time) and had very little to do with puzzles.. I really like these musics!
The musics have their essence that makes them wonderful!
I really loved Stijn's work on this soundtrack, and he seems to be a kind of a magician of the musics...
Some of them really gave me a good memory of my life!
. It's a very simple and elegant little game where the task is to snake your way around the board picking up white dots and
avoiding oncoming blocks. Good for fulling a spare few minutes here and there, and lots of replay value. Easy to recommend..
This has a lot of potential but needs a lot of work. There are a lot of cool things in this demo that could easily be made better
with simple tweaks, like adding motion control feedback with the shield or striking anything really. The hands felt slightly off to
me too, like they were in my wrists. The inability to turn was aggrivating on both track pad and teleport. I hope the team
continues to devleop this game and really polish it up. Can't wait to see a final version.. INSPIRATIONAL. The angry king
looks exactly like my boss, and he chases me in the same way on the deadline day. 10\/10
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